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Federation of Mountain Clubs of British Columbia
The Federation of Mountain Clubs of British
Columbia (FMCBC) is a province-wide umbrella
organization dedicated to protecting and maintaining
access to BC’s backcountry.
Since 1972, we have represented the interests of
outdoor clubs from every corner of the province and
have provided a united voice on issues related to
non-motorized backcountry recreation.
Our membership is comprised of a diverse group of
thousands of non-motorized backcountry recreationists
including hikers, rock climbers, mountaineers,
mountain bikers, trail runners, kayakers, backcountry
skiers and snowshoers.
As an organization, we believe the enjoyment of these
pursuits in an unspoiled environment is a vital
component of the quality of life for British Columbians,
and by acting under the policy of “talk, understand and
persuade” we advocate for these interests.
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President’s Message
Liz Bicknell, President

Well, our second year of Covid-19 is now under our belts! It’s
really quite incredible. Who would have thought it and we’re
still not out of the woods.
We had our second successful virtual FMCBC AGM on Oct 23.
My thanks to those who attended and put their names forward
to stand as board members.
As President, I will be emphasizing to clubs and governments
that FMCBC is about access to trails and non-motorized
recreation on trails and in the backcountry. I’m delighted
that we’re going to undertake an inventory of existing trails
in BC. To my knowledge, this has not happened before. You
will also see a greater emphasis on diversity and inclusivity.
FMCBC Vice President Justin Partridge undertook a survey
to ask about the role of FMCBC going forward. Some clubs
have mentioned to me that they think FMCBC is too Lower
Mainland centric. You will see us do more outreach to clubs to
ensure we are listening to the wishes of our membership.
My focus going forward will also include financial
sustainability, and ensuring we keep FMCBC in the black.
My thanks go to Sherry Durnford for her time on the board.
Sherry resigned at the AGM and is being replaced by Paula
McGahon as Treasurer.
Here’s wishing you all a very Happy Christmas. Whatever you
are celebrating this holiday season; I hope you find time to
spend with your families and loved ones. I wish you nothing
but happiness, peace, good health and prosperity over the
holidays and into 2022.

Liz Bicknell
President FMCBC
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The Fed News
Introducing Your 2021/2022 FMCBC Board of Directors
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Member Grant Update
Mount Morrisey Navigation Aids Improvement Project
By Cindy Kozak-Campbell and John Morris
Photos by John Morris and Alex Agranovich
Kamloops Outdoor Club

The Kamloops Outdoor Club has been
hard at work improving navigation
aids on the Mount Morrisey back
country trails in preparation for the
upcoming ski season. This project
is funded in part through a FMCBC
Member Club Grant.
In the 1980s Kamloops Outdoor
Club (KOC) created a network of
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backcountry ski trails on Mount
Morrisey and environs near Tod
Mountain authorized by B.C. Forest
Service, Recreation Dept. (now
Recreation Sites and Trails BC).
Once Sun Peaks Resort was created
in 1994 their permit allowed them to
groom many of the Club’s previously
developed backcountry ski trails
as part of a commercial Nordic Ski
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indicators, add map-coordinated trail
flagging, and other improvements to
aid backcountry Ski Trail navigation.
Additionally, in collaboration with Sun
Peaks Resort, the KOC has been
adding new, more visible junction
maps.
Recently this fall, members installed
new signs and new maps on two
popular trails, and re-positioned
old signs to assist with way finding.
The Navigation Aids Project is
approximately 75% complete.

Trail network. The Club was left
with 19 km of gazetted backcountry
Nordic Ski Trails to maintain
with their own resources under a
separate Partnership Agreement with
R.S.T.B.C.
The backcountry Nordic Ski Trails are
available for use by all skiers (general
public) andW maintained by the
Club towards a goal to facilitate safe
navigation where skiers stay found.
Aging signage, increased general
public use, and a need to coordinate
with the groomed Nordic network
prompted a re-assessment of
navigation aids installed. The Club
continues to replace aged, worn
signs with new FMCBC-funded
ones, add and replace directional
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Recreation & Conservation
SWBC Recreation & Conservation Committee Report
By Monika Bittel, Chair

The SWBC Recreation and
Conservation Committee,
FMCBC clubs and members
have worked on a range of
issues over the past year. The
following highlights two advocacy projects.
Submissions to the Select
Standing Committee on
Finance – 2022 Budget
Since 2018, the FMCBC has
made submissions to the
Select Standing Committee
on Finance and Government
Services to increase funding
for Recreation Sites and Trails
BC (RSTBC), which manages
public recreation opportunities
on Crown land outside provincial parks. Along with the
Outdoor Recreation Council
of BC, Caledonia Ramblers
(Dave King) and other organizations, the FMCBC made
submissions to the Select
Standing Committee to fund
trails and RSTBC, which relies
heavily on partnership agreements to undertake essential
maintenance and development of recreation sites and
trails.
Without adequate operational
funding, RSTBC staff are
overwhelmed and do not have
the capacity to
•
process the paperwork to
authorize or legally designate
trails or work on them
•
plan proactively to
safeguard wildlife and environmental, cultural and
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Dam Mountain, Thunderbird Ridge (Photo: Bengül Kurtar, North Shore Hikers).

recreational values
•
support volunteers,
recreation groups and
non-profit organizations keep
up with the influx of outdoor
recreation enthusiasts and
deteriorating infrastructure,
and
•
maintain primary access
roads to popular recreation
sites and trailheads, including
critical access roads to provincial parks.
With respect to the latter,
RSTBC’s inability to address
road maintenance means loss
of access to popular recreation sites and trails, access
restricted to those with high
clearance or 4x4 vehicles,
and overcrowding of trails

that remain accessible – both
outside and within parks.
In the 2022 Budget submissions, the FMCBC
recommended an increase in
RSTBC’s annual operational
budget to $20M from their
current $8M, and the creation
of a ministerial position similar
to that of the Parliamentary
Secretary for BC Parks to
co-ordinate and implement
an outdoor recreation strategy. Despite the importance
of outdoor recreation to
BC’s economy and lifestyle,
outdoor recreation in BC’s
forests, wildlands and parks
is managed or impacted by
decisions, policies and programs in several ministries,
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i.e., Environment and Climate
Change, FLRNROD, and
Tourism, Arts and Culture.
A ministerial position for
outdoor recreation would
help co-ordinate and develop strategies, policies and
programs within the various
ministries, agencies and levels of government to support
and fund a strong and sustainable outdoor recreation
sector.
In mid-November, the Select
Standing Committee on
Finance and Government
Services released their report
on the Budget 2022 consultations. On p. 40 of the report,
the Committee noted that
Recreation Sites and Trails
BC manages over 2,500
sites or established trails and
over 900 unestablished trails
across BC with only around
50 permanent staff. Further,
the Committee highlighted
… how recreation trails help
generate awareness for the
environment and climate
change, build relationships
with First Nations communities, boost tourism, and
improve health and wellbeing...
Other organizations similarly
stressed that many trails
are in a state of disrepair
due to a lack of funding for
maintenance. The Shuswap
Trail Alliance and Caledonia
Ramblers Hiking Club Trail
described how maintenance
is an ongoing effort that
is largely subsidized by
volunteers who fundraise
and provide their labour
and resources. Some organizations, such as the BC
Lodging and Campgrounds
Association, the Federation
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of Mountain Clubs of British
Columbia, and the Outdoor
Recreation Council of British
Columbia, suggested that a
parliamentary secretary for
outdoor recreation be created
to manage BC’s outdoor
recreation strategy.
The Committee acknowledged “the significant uptick
in the use of parks and trails
during the pandemic as
British Columbians strive
to be outside, and how this
increased use has resulted in
undermaintained trails being
further eroded due to staffing
shortages and an operational
reliance on volunteers.” The
Select Standing Committee
recommended “increased
funding for parks, recreation
and trails to address gaps
in maintenance and staff,
including dedicated funding
to community-based organizations for trail maintenance
and development.”
With the significant damage
caused by the multiple severe
weather events over the past
year, the provincial government’s efforts and funding
will focus on restoration of
highways and community infrastructure. Given the reports
of significant damage to trails,
campsites and other recreation infrastructure, we remain
hopeful that additional funding
will be provided to RSTBC
and BC Parks to rebuild and
restore the outdoor recreation amenities, which are
increasingly relied upon by the
tourism sector and by regional
and local communities to
diversify their economies.

In August, BC Parks’ Okanagan Planning Section initiated
the management planning
process for Cathedral Provincial Park. Although the
last management plan was
produced in 1989, many of the
key issues remain relevant
today even though strategies
were implemented to address
these issues. The deadline for
initial feedback was November
15, 2021.
Cathedral Provincial Park
is a popular destination for
many members for climbing,
extended back-packing trips
and base camp-style trips
in the core area of the park.
Given the importance of the
park, the SWBC Recreation
& Conservation Committee
reached out to member clubs
in the Interior and southwest
BC and received valuable
constructive feedback, which
we incorporated into the
FMCBC’s submissions.
Although issues identified by
BC Parks were addressed,

2 year-old Tula hiking barefoot on Sidney

Cathedral Park Management Island (Photo by Tori Escallier, FMCBC).
Plan Submissions
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the submissions focused in
particular on the recreational
activities within the park, the
need for extensive repairs to
and maintenance of the trails
and infrastructure and on the
development and expansion
of the current trail system. The
following are highlights of the
input received from members:
Recreational Activities
•
Backcountry skiing and
snowshoeing should be added
as recognized recreational
activities in the park.
•
The lodge and cabins
could be made available to
expand winter recreation
opportunities.
•
New climbing routes
should be allowed in accordance with the new routing
guidelines adopted by BC
Parks in Stawamus Chief
Provincial Park.
•
The water quality of
Quinescoe Lake has deteriorated over the years. Several
factors may be contributing to
the deterioration (i.e., erosion
and contaminants from the
Lodge and campground) and
requires further study.
•
Re-opening of Pyramid campsite by removing
the blowdown and thereby
increasing camping opportunities in the park.
•
Inadequate food caches.
•
Many visitors arrive with
too much “stuff”, including
huge coolers, which often results in food left behind in fire
pits. At Lake O’Hara, which
relies on vehicle transport to
the campsite, there are limits
on what can be brought into
the park. This appears to be
helping the situation.
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Want to know more about our Member Club Grants?
In 2012, the FMCBC began a grant program to support projects initiated by our
member clubs. Unless specified otherwise, all
donations to the FMCBC go directly into this fund.
Your donation provides a direct way for organizations and individuals to give
back to our trails and the outdoor recreation community.
FMCBC grant funds have been used to upgrade trails, install bridges, improve
huts, purchase tools and run community events.
To make a donation, visit the
Canda Helps website:
canadahelps.org/en/charities/
fmcbc/

Expansion of the current trail
system
•
Re-establish Cathedral
Forks trail to provide hiking
access to The Deacon and
Orthodox Mountain.
•
The Centennial Trail
should be upgraded and
maintained as it connects to
Manning Park and Snowy
Protected Area.
•
A management plan for
the Snowy Protected Area,
adjacent to Cathedral, is
needed to expand the hiking
and backpacking opportunities
and to help disperse visitors.
•
The bridge across Ewart
Creek needs replacing and
a new footbridge is required
across Juniper Creek where it
enters Ewart Creek to restore
access to the Snowy Protected Area.
•
Improve access to the
Ewart Creek trailhead, as
the current access road is
extremely narrow for long
distances.
We appreciate the efforts
by club representatives to
encourage members to for-

ward their feedback to the
Committee. The constructive
feedback received strengthened the final submissions
to BC Parks. There will be a
further opportunity to provide
feedback when BC Parks circulates the draft management
plan for public comment. BC
Parks anticipates finalizing the
management plan in 2022/23.
Outreach to facilitate constructive member feedback
The success of the outreach
to member clubs through their
respective representatives has
encouraged us to find ways
to facilitate member feedback
on other advocacy issues.
The constructive feedback
received on the Cathedral
Provincial Park submission
demonstrates the wealth and
depth of knowledge, expertise
and experience of our members. Our ability to effectively
build on this knowledge and
expertise will be key to the
success of the Federation’s
advocacy efforts.
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Mountain Matters
Snowshoeing and Avalanche Safety - An Update
By Mike Nash
Caledonia Ramblers Hiking Club
In 2018, I wrote an article on
snowshoeing and avalanche
safety for the spring/summer
issue of Cloudburst (Avalanche
Safety and Snowshoeing, pages
13-14). Subsequently, the FMCBC co-sponsored a very successful public avalanche seminar
that was held on the North Shore
in November 2019 (Growing
number of snowshoers targeted
at avalanche awareness event
| Vancouver Sun). Recently, the
Kootenay Mountaineering Club
(KMC), under the impetus of their
winter trips coordinator, spent
nearly a year consulting with a

range of knowledgeable sources
to develop the ‘KMC Guidelines
for Avalanche Safety.’ In a
nutshell, this guideline requires
that for any ski or snowshoe trip
travelling through avalanche
terrain, participants must carry a
digital, multi-antenna avalanche
beacon, as well as a shovel and
probe, and know how to use
them. The guideline also recommends that participants take an
AST1 course.
The Caledonia Ramblers Hiking
Club in Prince George also developed new guidelines a couple

of years ago in the aftermath
of this discussion, and while
they don’t go as far as KMC’s
new guidelines, it was a good
start. Recently, during a Zoom
winter trip scheduling meeting
in November, I noted a strong
grass roots move within the club
to require avalanche gear and
knowledge on snowshoe trips
into avalanche terrain. Members
volunteering to lead mountain
trips have, in large measure,
taken personal initiatives to get
AST1 trained and to purchase
the necessary avalanche safety
gear; and they are stipulating

Spring sunrise over the Rocky Mountains, Rocky Mountain Trench and Fraser River from Sugarbowl-Grizzly Den
Provincial Park east of Prince George (Photo by Mike Nash).
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this as a requirement for anyone
wishing to join a trip that they are
leading into avalanche terrain.
One of the unexpected side
benefits of the pandemic has
been the series of free webinars
presented by Avalanche Canada.
For example, on November 3,
2021 there was a seasonal introduction to the most constant and
therefore potentially most important aspects of avalanche safety,
namely terrain and preparation.
I learned a few things such as
factors negatively affecting a forested slope that has avalanche
potential in the aftermath of a
forest fire, a circumstance that
has become increasingly likely
in recent years. This includes
greater wind and sun exposure
affecting the snowpack, more
snow reaching the ground, and
fewer tree ‘bombs’ to stabilize
the slope. You can register free
for upcoming webinars at AvCan
Webinar Series Oct 2021 to Mar
2022. If you participate live, you
can interact through online polls
and the Q&A. Alternatively, all the
webinars are being recorded and
are posted at: AvCan Webinar
Recordings, including all of last
winter’s webinars.
With avalanche safety again
being top of mind for winter
trips, it is timely for the FMCBC
to publish avalanche safety
guidelines for its member clubs.
This could be done very simply
by adapting the KMC guidelines
into a general recommendation.
Apart from the essential principle
of protecting life and limb, this is
a key piece of due diligence for
any club that is leading trips into
potential avalanche terrain.

Cloudburst Winter 2021
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If Only a Backpack Could Talk

Story and photos by Mary Hof
Outdoor Club of Victoria, Island Mountain Ramblers, and Alberni Valley Outdoor Club

Having a properly fitted backpack can make
a huge difference on a hike. One of my first
backpacks was my Osprey 22 litre. Oh, how I
loved that backpack — it went so many places
with me over the 25 years I had it! I personalized
it with some badges; every time I looked at it, I
thought of the many places I had gone.
My name is Mary Hof and I live in Cowichan Bay,
Vancouver Island. I am a wife to Gerry for 45
years, a mother of 3, and a grandma of 4 boys. I
am a lifetime member of both the Outdoor Club
of Victoria and Cowichan Hikers, and a member
of the Island Mountain Ramblers, and Alberni
Outdoor Club, as well as a women’s group that I
hike with every Thursday. You got it right, I love
to hike and have led hikes for the past 30 years.

The new backpack takes a rest on Minna Ridge,
Vancouver Island.

With all the hiking I do, my backpack is very
important.
That Osprey backpack would start many
conversations on the trail and at airports in the
many different countries where I led hiking and
humanitarian trips.

Mary’s old backpack in the Sooke Hills.
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At a surprise gathering when I turned 50 in
2007, my son Paul sang a song to the tune
of, ‘She’s been everywhere’. The refrain was
“She’s been everywhere man, she’s been
everywhere man, further then you’d dare man.
Up some serious mountains, a long way from
this island, she’s been everywhere”. He then
went on to sing of the many places I have hiked.
A few of the verses were, “Whatcom Pass,
Cascade Pass, Rainy Day Pass, I think I’ll pass.
Jade Lake, Hart Lake, Grass Lake, Crypt Lake,
Lake Ann, Miller Lake, Lomas Lake, just can’t
wait. Moriarty, Maple Mountain, wanted to climb
Mount Unnecessary. Cobble Hill, West Coast
Trail, Whistler’s Summit, Ptarmigan Circuit,
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Mary heading up Mt Klitsa on Vancouver Island.

Mt. Beecher, Mt. Rainier, even to Haleakala
Crater. He had many verses but ended it with
“Mt. Galiano, Tongariro, hiked for days up Mt.
Kilimanjaro”. The crowd joined in on the verses
and it was just beautiful. My daughter Christina
then sang ‘Climb Every Mountain’ and I know
there were many tears in the room, including my
own.
I was attached to that backpack, if only it could
talk. Then came the day when my backpack
was showing a lot of wear, but I refused to give
it up! In 2019, I made the decision that I had to
get a new one. When you start losing the stuff
out of your backpack — you know it’s time.
Someone told me to contact Osprey because
they had a lifetime guarantee. Yes, it was
true, but there was a catch! I had to send my
backpack in and if they decided I needed a new
one they wouldn’t return my old one! If it only
required repairs, they would fix it up and send
it back. I knew there was no way to repair it so
what about all my patches? Yup, I took them all
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off and waited till Osprey made their decision.
I finally got word — I needed a new one, and
they would send me a 24litre backpack, no
questions asked. I chose my colour and it was
on its way. What a terrific lifetime warranty!
Once it arrived, a wonderful friend sewed all
my patches back on and my new backpack has
followed me on all my hikes since.
Well, I just turned 65, I wonder how many more
peaks, lakes and valleys I could add to that
song?
Quite a few, I’m sure – even the Golden Hinde
– and I am not ready to stop yet. Like the song
Christina sang for me, ‘Climb Every Mountain,’,
I will continue as long as I can.
I hope this backpack will join my journey for a
lifetime, It has had a good start already — in
2021 it hiked 2118km with me and climbed
105,20m.
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Club Ramblings
Pierce Creek Bridge Naming Ceremony Léon LeBrun
by Christine Camilleri,
Acting President, Chilliwack Outdoor Club
On Oct 24, 2021, members
of the Chilliwack Outdoor
Club, Recreation Sites and
Trails, Trails BC, Backcountry
Horsemen and friends and
family met at Pierce Creek up
the Chilliwack Lake Rd along
the TransCanada Trail (TCT).
The event was a naming
ceremony of the aluminum
bridge constructed last year
with volunteers and donors
including the City of Abbotsford
that donated the 50 foot
aluminium gangway, Matcon
Civil Constructors (delivery
and materials) and Helmer
Contracting (assembly).
The bridge has been named
after the man who has
been a tireless champion
of the TransCanada Trail
for the past 25 years: Léon
Lebrun. Honouring Lebrun is
appropriate because much of
his work as a trail advocate,
trail builder and maintainer has
been in the Chilliwack valley.
When he heard about the
bridge opening event his first
thought was to make plans to
arrive early so that he could
install replacement signage in
the surrounding area!
How did he get so involved
in the TCT? After picking up
a brochure about a national
trail network he contacted
someone at Trails BC (the
society charged with developing
the BC section of the TCT
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Léon Lebrun celebrates a crossing of the Léon Lebrun Bridge (Photo: Chilliwack
Outdoor Club)

and said he was interested in
biking the trail. The response
he got was something like,
“That’s a great idea, but you
will first have to build it.” So he
began volunteering, became
committed to the project and
soon became an important
player in the endeavour, both
provincially and nationally.
Some of his accomplishments:
•
became involved with the
TCT project in the mid 1990s
after retiring as a principal
•
worked with Trails
BC and eventually became
President for several years
•
With his administrative

background and enthusiasm
for the project he was soon
deeply involved and became an
important part of the endeavour
•
Activities have included:
arranging for funding from Trans
Canada Trails Foundation and
other local sources, engaging
volunteers and organizing
work parties, inspiring others to
donate their time and services,
acquiring and maintaining tools
and supplies, planned opening
ceremonies for the TCT,
mapping and registering the
trails with TCT and Rec Sites
and Trails.
•
Since 1996 has spent
thousands of hours volunteering
on behalf of the non-motorized
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trail users community and
notably on the TCT in the
Chilliwack, Coquihalla Valley
and Lower Mainland; estimates
are he has travelled more than
200,000 kms with his only
compensation the cost of fuel.
He wore out his first vehicle and
his second is now more than
300,000 km on the odometer.
•
Léon has also received
the Queens Diamond Jubilee
Medal for his work on behalf of
trail users, not only for the TCT,
but for all non-motorized users:
equestrians, bikers, hikers.
…and he’s not slowing down!
•
At 82 he still organizes
and participates in about
15 annual inspection and
maintenance work party days

for the 70 - odd km of trails in
the Chilliwack, Silver Hope and
Coquihalla Valleys and in the
Maple Ridge-Mission area
•
he is still highly involved
with the TCT and various other
trail projects. In addition to the
ongoing trail maintenance work,
examples of his other recent
and/or current activities are:
•
attending as TBC’s
representative, monthly
meetings of the Chilliwack
Recreational Advisory Group
(CRAG),
•
working with
Municipalities and Indigenous
groups on a project to try and
create a trail/pathway from
Tsawwassen to N. Vancouver
•
organizing and leading
“Meet Up” biking trips of 50 to

100 km, and
•
advocating for provision
of safe cycling paths in the
planning of transportation
infrastructure.
Leon’s work ethic is well
known: he is renowned for
taking a short lunch break
and getting everyone back to
work because “more than ten
minutes is a waste of time”,
chuckles Léon. He also often
says, “A day working on the
trails is like having a holiday”.
If you would like to learn more
about the Trans Canada Trail
visit trailsbc.ca which provides
maps and descriptions of the
part of the trail and information
on the surrounding areas.

A Trip Report in Prose I: Manning Park (Frosty Mountain)
by Paula Burgerjon
North Vancouver Outdoors Club

Snow, not frost
A wall to wall carpet
as Brenda and I leave Hope
and at the trail head.
Lightning Lakes glimmer below us
as we push politely past hikers
and some instagrammers obsessed
with selfies,
Obsessed with themselves.
Larches sprinkled generously with
snow,
glow gently
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yellowish gold against the clear, cold
bluebird sky.
The summit waits patiently,
a sharp, crooked triangle
of rock and snow.
Dinner also waits patiently,
kindly prepared by Perry
in his tiny house on wheels.
The evening sky is deep and darkly
black.
The infinity of stars stare back at us,
so bright without a city light.
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A Trip Report in Prose II: Manning Park (Skyline 1 Trail)
by Paula Burgerjon
North Vancouver Outdoors Club

Fortified by Perry’s fabulous pancakes,
Brenda, Perry and I hike up from
Lightning Lakes.
No people, no larches,
the sky stretching far and wide,
another sunny day.
The ridge cuts a line,
separating heaven and earth,
sky and mountains.

It feels like we are in heaven.
A solitary deer
proudly shows it silhouette,
at the top of the ridge.
In the distance,
mountain peaks in another country.
Below our feet,
a brave and hardy strawberry plant.
Graceful switchbacks lead us down
to Strawberry Flats and our cars.

Tatchu Peninsula Trip Report
by Paula Burgerjon
North Vancouver Outdoors Club

When I think about writing a trip report, I think about language. Which words best describe this experience? To begin with, Tatchu Trail isn’t really a “trail”, hence Tatchu Peninsula. However, the “rugged”
in Rugged Point Marine Park, (at the North end of the hike), is a very accurate name for much of the
coastline. The rock formations often resemble a dinosaur’s playground, hence “Jurassic Point”, one of
our camping spots. And then there is the business of Wade Creek. A handwritten note on our map read
“Wade Creek at tides below 3.0m”. We waded across several creeks, if you get my drift. Finally, the
“Bear Trail”. I’d like to see a bear negotiate that “trail”. It was close to vertical, intense and dense bush
and narrow sections hugging the cliff wall.
The word “wild” comes to my mind constantly. There is no road access, just a wild one and a half hour
water taxi ride from Tahsis. Float plane access is also possible, although the price is way wild. For me,
wildlife sightings (and staring into tide pools, and watching sandpipers dance on the sand and gazing at
magnificent sitka spruce trees and counting the many different kinds of seaweed…) were the highlights
of this trip.
I think the lone wolf was watching us for a while before Perry spotted it. The bear running purposefully
over the flat intertidal rocks towards the forest definitely saw (smelled?) Margo and I before we saw it.
One scared bear. We were only mildly scared. A mink scurried over the rocky beach and deer hopped
delicately over the logs. We were entertained for hours by a playful pair of sea otters.
Rain drizzled on the last morning. We packed and then waited for an hour and a half for the water taxi
to pick us up. Nothing to do but watch a gray whale in the distance.
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Northern Vancouver Island Camping, Biking and Hiking Trip
Written by Ye Chu, photos by Ye Chu
North Shore Hikers
Have you ever planned a
trip to the 9th degree and
have everything work out like
clockwork and still have serendipity? Well this was one of those
trips.
The only minor hiccup was when
someone forgot their hiking
boots, but found a construction
boot and a light hiker in the car.
Luckily one was a right boot and
the other a left boot. Serendipity!
We decided not to make reservations for the Friday morning ferry
to Vancouver Island, and one of
our cars was still far back in the
queue. We were in a bit of a panic, but then the other car pulled
right in beside us on the ferry.
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More serendipity!
One could say this trip evoked
images of a remote paradise
like a Hawaiian holiday: endless
balmy sunshine, pristine beaches, and extraordinary biodiversity. Northern Vancouver Island
also has wind as strong as the
most southern point of the Big
Island of Hawaii and a hiking trail
called Puoli Vali — I am pretty
sure there is a trail in Oahu that
has a similar name. Also, both
have surfers catching big waves
and the Cape Scott logging road
is as dangerous as Maui’s Hana
Highway (we saw two cars in
the ditch). Our rainforest is as
muddy and gnarly as any tropical jungle, we even have orchids

(albeit tiny). We need to be ’bear
aware’ and they have to be ’wild
boar aware’, both have a history of foreigners coming in and
starting a settlement, both have
the greatest risk for a tsunami,
unwelcome plastic debris on the
beaches and finally, friendly Indigenous people.
The Greek/Israeli shipping container disaster (caused by our
recent cyclone bomb), left 109
containers floating in our oceans. One container has landed
on Palmerston Cove just below
Cape Scott. This container had
70 refrigerators in it. All the refrigerators were recovered except
one. Plastic debris is washing up
in the Cape Scott area in vast
quantities and threatening marine
life. The beaches are speckled in
plastic – plastic water bottles, the
end of a paddle, running shoes,
1000’s of plastic inflatable unicorns, vacuum packed bags of
foods, giant plastic cargo bags,
plastic gym mats, plastic baby
cologne bottles, plastic ropes,
sheets of clear plastic, boots,
board games, cards and plastic
Brita containers, paddle boards
and Styrofoam. The other 108
shipping containers are currently heading for Haida Gwaii. Any
boats or ships along our coastline better watch out for shipping
containers as they can easily destroy a vessel. The Coast Guard
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are still looking for volunteers for
the clean up because with every
high tide, more garbage is being
washed up.
Here are some trip highlights:
seeing the tallest totem pole in
the world in Alert Bay, summitting St. Patrick Mountain at low
tide, biking to Bere beach which
is a killer whale rubbing beach,
meeting Canadian Coast Guards
and helping them clean up the
beaches, watching helicopters
remove the 69 refrigerators from
Palmerston beach, and hiking to
Raft Cove (best kept secret on
Vancouver Island).

Blogs and Pods
Long-time Caledonia Rambler, trail building and FMCBC
champion, Dave King, was featured on Crazy Damn Canadians.
Check out the video at https://bit.ly/DaveKingPodcast
Listen on Spotify: https://bit.ly/CrazyDamnCanadians
Fellow Caledonia Rambler Mike Nash was on previously
as well! Go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-H24JNyoIE
The two most recent avalanche webinars are now available
on Avalanche Canada’s archive:
Webinar 5 (December 8, 2021): Understanding the Nature of
Avalanche Problems: https://vimeo.com/655057767?embedded=true&source=video_title&owner=9824191.
Mt. Blecher (Photo by John Young).
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Webinar 6 (December 15, 2021): Ready to Rescue? https://
vimeo.com/657527872?embedded=true&source=video_title&owner=9824191.
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Some Good Reads
Imaginary Peaks: The Riesenstein Hoax and Other Mountain Dreams
By Katie Ives
Published by Mountaineers Books, 2021
Reviewed by Mike Nash
Caledonia Ramblers

Imaginary Peaks is a rich
and diverse work that quickly
draws the reader into a
labyrinth of ideas about myth
and reality in mountaineering,
and in exploration and
mapping in general. Early
chapters explore such legends
as Meru, Prester John, a
magnetic peak at the North
Pole, and the imagined
16,000-foot heights oWWWf
Mounts Hooker and Brown in
the Canadian Rockies, a myth
that persisted well into the
20th Century. Later chapters
look at Cook and Peary’s
imaginative ‘conquests’ in the
north.
The book is built around a
famous hoax perpetrated
by three well-respected
individuals in the U.S.
northwest. The deception
concerned a fake climbing
expedition by three Austrians
to a mysterious, unclimbed
range allegedly near Prince
Rupert in British Columbia’s
Coast Mountains. In reality, the
fictitious story was based on
photographs of a then largely
unknown and unclimbed range
in Alaska, whose obscurity
made it difficult to pin down or
refute. After its initial overview
of mountaineering and
exploration dreams, Imaginary
Peaks turns to actual attempts
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to climb the real Alaskan
range once its identity is
uncovered.
The book includes
biographical accounts of
the three co-conspirators,
especially of the main
protagonist, Harvey Manning,
who will be familiar to many
as the author of ‘Backpacking:
One Step at a Time’ and
editor of ‘Mountaineering:
The Freedom of the Hills.’ A
legendary conservationist in
the U.S. Northwest, Manning
was also known among
his friends to be a practical
jokester. His aim with the
Riesenstein Hoax seems to
have been to change attitudes
by poking fun at the hubris
then surrounding much of
human exploration, especially
in the mountains. Katie Ives
also uses the hoax as a pivot
to explore human nature and
the desire to seek new places,
riches, and even a utopia
through the exploration and
discovery of new frontiers and
unknown lands.
The Riesenstein Hoax story
appeared in the June 1962
issue of Summit magazine,
and there is a hint in the
spelling of ‘Riesenstein’
and in later interviews with
Summit’s founders (who, like
Ives, were women editors of

a climbing magazine) that
they either knew or suspected
that it was a hoax, and played
along out of sympathy and/or
with an eye on subscriptions.
Could such a hoax happen
today? Possibly, Ives decides,
although it would be much
more challenging with
technological innovations
in mapping, navigation,
communications and Google
Earth.
The underlying theme of the
book also runs headlong into
other technological changes,
notably the social media
and fake news phenomena
of recent years. As such,
readers may find themselves
undergoing a range of
emotions from anger (many
people have died chasing
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false accounts of discovery) to
some level of understanding.
Imaginary Peaks includes
extensive end notes and
bibliographical sections, but
unfortunately lacks an index, a
significant omission for a work
of this type. Overall, though,
this is a worthy read that takes
the reader on a stimulating
ride through the history and

ideas of mountaineering and
exploration. Added spice for
me were many well-known
characters that I knew of, or
had actually met in person;
and I recall tense moments at
several Banff Mountain Book
Festivals when decades-old
emotions, still alive and well,
apparently, spilled into the
public arena. Longer term

FMCBC members may even
recognise a past Executive
Director quoted near the end
of the book.
*****
Imaginary Peaks: The
Riesenstein Hoax and Other
Mountain Dreams by Katie Ives;
Mountaineers Books, Seattle,

Destination Hikes: In and Around SouthWestern British Columbia
By Stephen Hui
Published by Greystone Books, 2021
Reviewed by Ron Dart
Chilliwack Outdoor Club, Alpine Club of Canada

I have before me a few first edition books (collector’s items I assume) that were
pioneering guide books in their day: Mt. Garibaldi: Vancouver’s Alpine Playground
(1922) by Don Munday, a signed edition of Dick Culbert’s 1960s A Climber’s
Guide to the Coastal Ranges of British Columbia, a splendid 1967 copy of Glenn
Woodsworth’s A Climber’s Guide to the Squamish Chief and Surrounding Areas
(signed by the superb climber and search and rescue legend Tim Auger—we spent
some lovely time in Lake O’Hara many a year ago) and the many editions of 103
Hikes in Southwestern British Columbia by, initially, David/Mary Macaree, then
Jack Bryceland. The more recent stepping on the stage by Stephen Hui has enriched and enlarged, updated and revealed yet a greater variety of more and less
demanding treks to take.
The publication of Destination Hikes In and Around Southwestern British Columbia is a fit and fine companion to Stephen’s earlier book, 105 Hikes In and Around
Southwestern British Columbia. The style of both books is much the same, but this
new book adds to the possibilities of trails yet to take and destinations yet to see.
The book is divided into four regions: 1) Hikes North of Vancouver, 2) Hikes East
of Vancouver, 3) Hikes West of Vancouver and 4) Hikes South of Vancouver (in
the United States). Each hike is replete with superb photographs and headings that
include distance, time, elevation gain, high point, difficulty, maps and trailhead. Photographs also include a variety
of animals, waterfalls, scenic sights, thick forests, carpeted forest floors, signs, alpine flowers, wooden cabins, richly
coloured clouds and various types of glaciers. There are also many “Stop of Interest” sections that make a trip to the
mountains yet more attractive and worth the effort in doing. Stephen, rightly so, makes it clear that for those keen to
take to the mountains (shorter or longer trips) preparation and precautions are needful and necessary—he has a fine
few pages that cover the basics of outdoor rambling so that one and all return safely and in good form.
The 55 hikes included in Destination Hikes do, as the subtitle suggests, point to “Swimming Holes, Mountain Peaks,
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Waterfalls and More”. The “More” opens up more enchanted trails worth the trekking. 19 of the hikes are north of
Vancouver, 20 of the hikes east of Vancouver, a mere 7 of the hikes west of Vancouver and another 9 hikes south of
Vancouver (in the state of Washington). So, the bulk of the hikes in this timely beauty and bounty of a well crafted
book are north and east of Vancouver.
The Foreward by Cecilia Point is a keeper not to miss. Cecilia has an evocative way of inviting those keen to take
to such sacred and time tried 1st Nations landscapes to realize many have gone before them and their footprints still
remain for those with eyes to see and hearts to feel. The Foreward is, indeed, worth a few meditative read and much
inward digesting.
The “Overview Maps” (pages 30-37) are well worth the pondering as plans are made for trips into the backcountry
and means of evaluating the expectations and demands of such trips, mountain weather and group dynamics, always,
of course, the variable and unpredictable elements in any mountain and rambling trip.
I have done most of the trips that Stephen so well describes and there can be no doubt that Destination Hikes is a
must have book for those eager to take to the mountains, alpine lakes, peaks, ridges and much else in southwestern
British Columbia and further southward into Washington. The book also provides most of the information needed
for safe trips there and back again and continues the unfolding journey of solid and reliable guide books for those
interested and committed to mature trips into the bounty of beautiful British Columbia.

“Backcountry skiing trek off Mt. Baker area--a superb trip. I
took a leisurely sit under the blue dome and a friend took a
photo of me dozing and loafing-then is was on the hill again,
ever upward and some exquisite turns downward---”
RON DART — CHILLIWACK OUTDOOR CLUB, ALPINE CLUB OF
CANADA
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Paradise Won: The Struggle to Create Gwaii Haanas
National Park Reserve
By Elizabeth May
2nd Ed, Published by Rocky Mountain Books, 2020
Reviewed by Ron Dart
Chilliwack Outdoor Club, Alpine Club of Canada

A few years ago I had a lingering breakfast
with the Honorable John Fraser in Whistler. We
talked about the impact Roderick Haig-Brown
had on his emerging environmental vision and
the role he played in inviting Elizabeth May to
assist the Progressive Conservative Party in
shaping a more significant ecological vision.
The relationship between Fraser, Tom McMillan
and Elizabeth May, at the highest political level,
is ably recounted and bard like told by May in
Paradise Won: The Struggle to Create Gwaii
Haanas National Park Reserve in this updated
version of the tome that was originally published
in 1990. Farley Mowatt wrote the “Foreward” to
the 1990 edition and May contributed yet another “Foreward” for the 2020 edition of Paradise
Won.
Paradise Won holds the interested and curious
reader as May unfolds the drama and battle
contra loggers (and others) to create a National
Park Reserve (Gwaii Haanas) in Haida Gwaii
in the 1980s. It contains thirty-three animated
chapters and page turners that cannot but mesmerize the reader, living history in the making as
May brings the events to life. Most of the major
actors and actresses are brought on front stage
in this animated and not to be missed struggle
to honour and preserve, in the end, both the
land of the Haida but, equally important, their
culture, language and way of being. The coloured photographs in the book bring to life the
women and men who were front and centre in
the struggle to formally bring into being the National Park Reserve of Gwaii Haanas (southern
end of Haida Gwaii). Each chapter in the book is
short, highlights the issues, tensions and people
in the thick of the fray, then moves on, fitting the
various pieces of the puzzle into a coherent and
unified picture more than worth the seeing.
May has travelled quite a distance from her
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struggles in the midlate 1970s in Nova
Scotia-Cape Breton
Island to oppose the
spraying of pesticides
and herbicides, but
it was by the early
1980s that John
Fraser made it clear to May that her passion
and skills were needed to shape and form a
more demanding environmental vision for the
Progressive Conservative Party. Fraser was
replaced by Tom McMillan as the Environmental
Minister and the convergence of many grass
roots activists, committed Haida leadership and
federal-provincial levels of government meant
that in 1980’s Haida Gwaii, a mindless and
aggressive form of logging (and much else) was
halted. May tells this story (as have others) in a
way few can for the simple reason that she has
worked the tale from many different angles and
taken the time to hear from a variety of those in
the fray.
I am fortunate that a former student of mine is
on the Band Council in Skidegate and he has
walked most of the trails and seen most of the
sights from north to south on the archipelago. In
the last email he sent me a few weeks ago, he
informed me he is seriously thinking of putting
together a trekking guide for Haida Gwaii. I’m
sure when that beauty is done, there will be
even more organized and affordable delights to
do on this won paradise. This paradise though,
as May rightly notes, is ever contested by a
variety of competing groups.
*****
Paradise Won: The Struggle to Create Gwaii
Haanas National Park Reserve by Elizabeth
May; 2nd Ed; Rocky Mountain Books 2020,
9781771604581; 336 pages.
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Icebound: Shipwrecked at the Edge of the World
By Andrea Pitzer
Published by Scribner, 2021
Reviewed by Mike Nash
Caledonia Ramblers

Familiar as I thought I was with
the history of arctic exploration,
I had missed one of the most
important stories of all — that of
Dutch navigator, cartographer
and explorer, Willem Barentsz’
three voyages into the sea that
now bears his name, from 1594
to 1597.
Andrea Pitzer capably filled
that gap with her 2021 book,
‘Icebound,’ a tale of arctic
exploration that’s on a par
with the best survival stories
of all time, especially that
of Ernest Shackleton’s epic
adventure in Antarctica in 191516 after the loss of his ship,
Endurance.
Barentsz’
crew,
like Shackleton’s, held together
and supported each other while
overwintering in extraordinarily
grim
circumstances
before
escaping across the polar sea in

small, open boats. The resilience
and ingenuity of these early
mariners, especially given the
era more than 400 years ago, is
astonishing.
With their ship trapped in ice
and slowly taking on water, and
in the face of an approaching
arctic winter, they succeeded
constructing a survival shelter
on the barren shore of Novaya
Zemlya that they called the
Saved House, the relic of which
stood for some 300 years. After
abandoning all hope of freeing
their ship in the early summer of
1597 they rebuilt and continuously
repaired ice and storm damage to
two open boats, which they used
to make their eventual escape.
William Barents, to use his
anglicized name, was born
around 1550 and died during
the return in the open boats
from his third voyage in 1597
after surviving the polar night in
northern Novaya Zemlya. Despite
the loss of this master navigator,
and the earlier loss of the ship’s
carpenter (arguably the two most
important men on board), 12 of
the original crew of 16 survived to
return to Amsterdam.
Set at the beginning of the
era in which the Dutch were
to become the world’s leading
maritime trading nation, Barents’
expeditions to the far north aimed
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to find a northeast passage
to China. He reached Novaya
Zemlya in each of his first two
voyages before being turned
back by ice. In his third and final
expedition, he first discovered
Bear Island and then Spitsbergen
before continuing on again on to
Novaya Zemlya where, having at
last rounded the northern tip of
the island, he was beset by ice
and weather and stranded for
nearly a year on the northeast
shore.
During their epic overwintering,
they fought off many polar bear
attacks,
survived
incredibly
harsh
weather,
scavenged
firewood, and trapped whatever
food they could to supplement
their dwindling supplies. They
learned to build fox traps, and
were successful in catching quite
a few of these animals after
marauding bears had retreated
for the winter. This unknowingly
brought them salvation as Arctic
foxes metabolize vitamin C and
the meagre remnant of this in the
fresh meat helped to stave off
the worst effects of scurvy. Their
eventual escape using the two
small, open boats, was at least
as impressive as Shackleton’s,
especially considering the era.
My only disappointment was
with the book’s all-important
maps: the quality, quantity and
range of maps was good, but
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they lacked many of the features
mentioned in the text, or even
basic distance scales, forcing the
interested reader to seek other
map sources.
Pitzer clearly put a lot of research
into the work, including two trips
to Spitzbergen in the Svalbard
archipelago, plus a journey on a
small Russian sailing vessel to the
overwintering site at Ice Harbour.
A failed engine on the return
journey extended their voyage for
a week and, like Barents’ men,
they resorted to sailing back to
the Russian mainland against
prevailing winds.
Gerrit de Veer travelled with
Barents on all three voyages
and later produced a rich and
beautifully illustrated account of
the journeys. The original English
language translation, ‘The Three
Voyages of William Barents to
the Arctic Regions (1594, 1595,
and 1596)’ by Gerrit de Veer
can now be downloaded free
from Project Gutenberg. As part
of her research for Icebound,
Pitzer arranged for comparisons
of parts of the original Dutch and
English versions, and because de
Veer’s work has never been fully
retranslated, many of the quotes
in the new book are in archaic
English. If you enjoy reading
historical
arctic
exploration
accounts, I recommend this
unique book.
*****
Icebound: Shipwrecked at the
Edge of the World by Andrea
Pitzer; New York, Scribner, 2021;
ISBN: 9781982113346; xi, 301
pages, illustrations, maps; Willem
Barents Voyages 1594-1597
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Cloudburst
Cover Photo
Contest

We’re looking for Spring/Summer
action shots for our next cover of
Cloudburst!
Email your entries to
cloudburst@mountainclubs.org
by March 31, 2022

Get involved. Take action.
By working with outdoor recreation organizations and industry and government agencies, the Federation of Mountain Clubs
of BC protects and maintains access for quality non-motorized backcountry recreation in British Columbia’s mountains and
wilderness areas.
There are many ways to show your support and make a difference:

• Join a member club or talk to your current club
about becoming a member
• Make a donation to the FMCBC
• Volunteer your time by joining a regional
committee

• Show your support by becoming an Individual
or Associate Member
• Visit our website to learn about the latest issues
affecting BC’s backcountry and find out how to
help

Learn more at: mountainclubs.org
Cloudburst Winter 2021
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